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With the change of the conditions and backgrounds of modern marine salvage,
the public policy with respect to salvage has transformed: the once shield rule
protecting and favoring the salvors too much cannot effectively cater to current
practical needs of modern salvage. In order to set up salvor’s responsibility regime
corresponding to current difficulty of marine salvage, to better balance the rights and
obligations between salvors and the salvees, it is essential to clarify the affirmative
damages doctrines on the part of salvors. English and American law have established
the affirmative damage doctrine in the development of case law, and have formed
unitary and categorical attribution rules respectively. China shall distinguish different
duties  of  care  on  the  part  of  salvors  in  different  situations,  in  order  to  establish  the
responsibility regime with respect to salvors. First, it shall be made clear that the
negligent liability and compensation regime is different from ordinary rules and
principles of civil law. Then, lessons shall be drawn from the unitary and categorical
attribution rules of English law and American law respectively. Especially, in the
determination of the breach of duty of care on the part of salvors, reference shall be
made to the relevant factors from the categorical attribution rule of American law.
The court shall comprehensively consider different kinds of salvors (whether
professional or not, whether they voluntarily offer to salvage or not), the types of
damages (whether they are distinguished or independent damages or not), and the
environment and circumstances where the salvage is conducted, so as to balance the
different situations in different cases and reach a fair and equitable decision.
This paper is divided into four chapters. The first chapter discussed the judicial
rationale of negligent damage compensation rule of salvor. In light of the
development of the salvage system and its social background, the paper analyzes the
transfer and development of the public policy and value orientation concerning
marine salvor, and discusses the legal rationale of negligent damages compensation
rule, emphasizing the particularity of negligent compensation liability
Chapter two discussed the Establishment of Savlor’s Negligent Compensation
Liability under Chinese Maritime Law. It analyzed the legal vacuum of Negligent














also discussed the elements of negligent compensation liability, both in cases of pure
salvage and contract salvage.
Chapter three discussed the negligent damages compensation rule of marine
salvors in English and American law. The paper sorts out the case law development in
English and American law and reviews the development of the law on a comparative
basis, and discussed different characteristics of them respectively. After illuminating
the development of English law from the traditional shield rule to affirmative
damages rule, the paper lay emphasis upon the transfer of attribution rule from gross
negligent standard to negligent standard, both of which demonstrate the unitary
attribution rule of English law. Moreover, the paper discussed the categorical
attribution rule depending upon various factors of American law.
In the last chapter, the paper discussed suggestions for negligent compensation
responsibility issue of China’s Marine Law. It analyzed how to determine the breach
of duty of care by salvors,  the methods to determinate the damages,  and the right of
limitation of liability by salvors, aiming to provide suggestions to improve savlor’s
negligent damages compensation regime in China.
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